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Dear Chapel friend:
Here's Pastor Chris's synopsis for this Sunday's message, along with my request
that you please pray this week that . . . your true appreciation of your personal
earthly wealth and assets will spur you on to Be Generous with everything.
Sincerely and prayerfully,

Be Generous!

John 13:2–17

— “Be Generous!” by Pastor Chris Kalton —
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Hello: I'm Pastor Chris.
Who are the rich? . . . What is generosity?
We've been seeking answers to those open-ended questions. It sure would be
easier to just have Paul or Timothy or Jesus (or anybody!) give us a number;
then we'd know for sure if we were rich or generous. But Paul doesn't want
this tension relieved in us. He wants us to wrestle with the answer to the first
question by looking at the rest of the world. He wants us to come to the second question's answer in light of our conclusion to the first.
If I'm rich or poor, what does "generosity" look like in my life? How did the
widow in Mark 12:41–44 with the two coins answer that question?
So far, we've examined three of four ways in which rich people are arrogant:
1. They deny that they're wealthy.
2. They believe that they achieved it on their own.
3. They feel generous but aren’t, considering their wealth.
This Sunday, we'll explore Paul's instruction that the rich should "do good" and
"be rich in good deeds" (1 Timothy 6:17–19). The "giving" of our monetary wealth
is only one part of a two-part equation for Paul; the second part of the equation involves "serving." It's true: Rich people have more time. They're "rich" with time
because their material wealth makes it possible. How should each of us steward
this extra time as it relates to generosity? Find out how this Sunday, along with realizing the fourth way the rich are arrogant.

— “Be Generous!” by Pastor Chris Kalton —
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To see if you are in the top five percent of the world's richest people, go
to www.globalrichlist.com and enter either your annual income, if you are working, or your assets (wealth), if you are retired.
Please join me and your many rich friends this Sunday.

Pastor Chris

(You can watch and hear my “Be Generous!” sermon here.)

See my jumbo version of this Scripture picture by clicking here.
— “Be Generous!” by Pastor Chris Kalton —
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